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Abstract Bidirectional model transformation is a key

transformations from an MDE point of view, in the

technology in Model-Driven Engineering (MDE), when

form of a feature model. The selected list of existing ap-

two models that can change over time have to be kept

proaches are characterized by mapping them to the fea-

constantly consistent with each other. While several

ture model. Then the feature model is used to highlight

model transformation tools include at least a partial

some unexplored research lines in bidirectional transfor-

support to bidirectionality, it is not clear how these

mations.

bidirectional capabilities relate to each other and to
Keywords Bidirectional model transformation –
similar classical problems in computer science, from
Feature model
the view-update problem in databases to bidirectional
graph transformations. This paper tries to clarify and
visualize the space of design choices for bidirectional
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we say that the whole system is consistent. When the
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relationship is such that an artifact can be generated

the original source s ∈ S in addition to the updated tar-

from another, a program can be implemented, execut-

get t0 to obtain the updated target s0 = put(s, t0 ).

ing this generation. This kind of programs are generally

Alternatively, a bidirectional transformation may be

called transformations. In the simplest case transfor-

symmetrically specified by a relation R ⊂ S ×T . In this

mations are unidirectional, specifying how to derive a

case, the two artifacts s ∈ S and t ∈ T are consistent

target artifact given an up-to-date source artifact, and

if and only if (s, t) ∈ R. Forward transformation and

ignoring the case of manual modifications of the target.

→
−
backward transformation will be denoted by R : S ×

However, in most practical cases, artifacts connected by

←
−
T → T and R : S × T → S, respectively2 .

a consistency relationship can be created or updated
independently and an automatic system is needed to
guarantee the preservation of this consistency.

Bidirectional transformation has various applications including synchronization of replicated data in
diﬀerent formats [20], presentation-oriented structured

In this setting, a bidirectional transformation is a

document development [30], interactive user interface

system to enforce the consistency between two arti-

design [46], coupled software transformation [42], and

facts. We introduce the notion of bidirectional trans-

view updating mechanisms which have been intensively

formation and related concepts following [20, 55]. We

studied in the database community [3, 13].

consider bidirectional transformations between a set of

In this paper, we propose a feature model to com-

source artifacts S and a set of target artifacts T . A (uni-

pare diﬀerent bidirectional model transformation ap-

directional) transformation get : S → T from S to T

proaches and we apply it to examples of existing ap-

creates a target artifact from a given source artifact.

proaches. A feature model [37] is a hierarchical tree

Then the two artifacts s ∈ S and t ∈ T are consistent1

commonly used to organize and visualize the features

if and only if t = get s. A bidirectional transformation
2

system also performs the reflection of updates on the

A more general scheme may be considered – synchroniza-

tion with respect to transformation f achieved by the func-

target artifacts to the source artifacts. In this case, the

tion syncf : S × S × T → S × T which takes the original

backward transformation put : S ×T → S usually takes

source s, updated source and updated target (original target
is equal to f (s) so is not in the signature) and returns a pair

1

Here we consider consistency among artifacts. We also

of updated source and target. All our discussion can be gen-

mention consistency between forward and backward trans-

eralized to this scheme, so we will discuss it explicitely only

formations in Section 3.4.7.

when needed, i.e. in Section 3.4.7.
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of a generic domain and specify their variability. Our

tried our best to make the explanation accessible to a

objectives for building such a feature model are 1) to

wider audience than the bidirectional transformation

propose a classification for existing bidirectional trans-

community, and thus we omitted when possible formal

formation systems, so that we can clarify the design

notations and definitions.

space and reason about current approaches and 2) to
2 Running Case

highlight some unexplored research lines. We apply our
feature model to a set of existing transformation sys-

To exemplify the illustration of the feature model in the
tems that is not meant to be exhaustive, but represennext section, we introduce a simple transformation that
tative of a wide range of approaches. The list includes
we will use as a running case throughout the paper. In
all the bidirectional transformation systems we know
the example a system manages the anagraphical data
about that 1) natively transform models and 2) proof a set of individuals, by grouping them in families.
vide a public implementation we can analyze. We also
Fig. 1 shows the structure of this representation, in the
extend the classification to examples of graph-, treeform of an Ecore metamodel: elements of type Family
, and text-based systems that have been, or have the
are characterized by a last name and contain elements
potential to be, adapted to handle models.
of type Member, for which the system stores first name
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-

and gender. While Ecore is a common format in the

tion 2 introduces a simple case of bidirectional transfor-

MDE community, other environments describe artifact

mation that will be used to exemplify the concepts of

structure by diﬀerent representations, e.g., as an XML

the paper. Section 3 applies domain analysis to bidirec-

schema or a set of grammar rules. Each one of these for-

tional transformation approaches and proposes a fea-

mats is associated with a corresponding type of artifact,

ture model. Section 4 analyzes the existing approaches

e.g., instances of an Ecore metamodel are expressed as

we have chosen to classify based on our feature model.

instance models (e.g. object diagrams), instances of an

Section 5 is devoted to discussing the proposed classi-

XML schema are XML files and instances of a grammar

fication, identifying unexplored features and proposing

specification are generic textual artifacts. In Listing 1

further research activities. Section 6 compares our cat-

we show an example of Family artifact in XML format.

egorization with related eﬀorts in the literature; Sec-

Listing 1 An instance of Families.

tion 7 draws the conclusions. In this paper, we have

1

< Families >

4
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Fig. 2 Persons metamodel
Fig. 1 Families metamodel

2

< Family lastName = " March " >

3

< members firstName = " Jim " gender = " male " / >

4

< members firstName = " Cindy " gender = " female " / >

5

< members firstName = " Brandon " gender = " male " / >

6

< members firstName = " Brenda " gender = " female " / >

7

</ Family >

8

< Family lastName = " Sailor " >

9

< members firstName = " Jackie " gender = " female " / >

11

< members firstName = " David " gender = " male " / >

12

< members firstName = " Dylan " gender = " male " / >

13

< members firstName = " Kelly " gender = " female " / >

15

< Female firstName = " Brenda " lastName = " March " / >

8

< Female firstName = " Cindy " lastName = " March " / >

9

< Female firstName = " Jackie " lastName = " Sailor " / >

10
11

< Female firstName = " Kelly " lastName = " Sailor " / >
</ Persons >

In Listing 3 and Fig. 3 we show two possible
representations of this transformation, respectively

< members firstName = " Peter " gender = " male " / >

10

14

7

</ Family >

in the model transformation language ATL and as a
Triple Graph Grammar. The ATL code is composed
by two rules, each one describing which element to
generate in the target model (to section) when an

< Families >

element with specific properties is traversed in the

1

Let’s assume that the system creates a view of this

source model (from section). The TGG transforma-

data structure as a flat list of Persons, distinguishing

tion in Fig. 3 uses a short notation to describe the

males and females, according to the metamodel in Fig.

consistent couples source-target as triple grammar

2. Listing 2 shows the instance of the Persons meta-

rules: left- and right-hand side of a rule are depicted in

model consistent with Listing 1.

one triple graph and the elements to be created have

Listing 2 An instance of Persons.

the label ++. The first rule initially creates a Family

< Persons >

together with one male Member in the source model,

2

< Male firstName = " Jim " lastName = " March " / >

3

< Male firstName = " Brandon " lastName = " March " / >

4

< Male firstName = " Peter " lastName = " Sailor " / >

5

< Male firstName = " David " lastName = " Sailor " / >

6

< Male firstName = " Dylan " lastName = " Sailor " / >

the corresponding Male in the target model and the
explicit correspondence structure. The second rule
requires an existing Family and creates a new male
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member. The third rule extends two corresponding
males by their first names. The TGG contains similar
rules (not depicted) for female family members.
Listing 3 ATL SimpleFamilies2Persons transformation.
1

rule M e m b e r 2 M a l e {
from

2

s : Families ! Member ( s . gender = ’ male ’ )

3

to

4

t : Persons ! Male (

5
6

f i r s t N a m e <− s . f i r s t N a m e ,

7

l a s t N a m e <− s . f a m i l y . l a s t N a m e
)

8
9
10

}
rule M e m b e r 2 F e m a l e {

Fig. 3

from

11
12

s : Families ! Member ( s . gender = ’ female ’ )

(three analogous rules for Female are omitted)

t : Persons ! Female (

the next section we will provide a categorization of the

to

13
14
15

f i r s t N a m e <− s . f i r s t N a m e ,

16

l a s t N a m e <− s . f a m i l y . l a s t N a m e
)

17
18

SimpleFamilies2Persons transformation in TGG

expectations that are fulfilled by the main approaches
in bidirectional transformations.

}

With these transformations the system developer
3 Features for Bidirectional Transformation
represents the consistency relation between Families arApproaches
tifacts and Persons artifacts. Depending on the situation the user may want to exploit this relation in dif-

In this section we apply domain analysis to bidirectional

ferent ways. For instance she may expect the system

transformation approaches in a similar way to [12]. Do-

to restore consistency whenever a first name is changed

main analysis aims at identifying and modeling the

in the instance of the Persons metamodel. Note that in

commonalities and variabilities of the elements of a par-

this scenario handling families with the same last name

ticular domain. Feature diagrams are a popular method

may not be trivial. In other cases she may need to con-

to visualize these variabilities [37] by organizing the fea-

currently update the Families and Persons models and

tures of a generic domain element in hierarchical trees.

have the system handle possibly conflicting changes. In

A feature configuration is a set of features owned by

6
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a member of the domain and it is permitted by a fea-

BidirectionalApproach

ture model if and only if it does not violate constraints
imposed by the model. Main constraints are specified
as relationships between a parent feature and its child

TechnicalSpace

Correspondence

Changes

Execution

Fig. 4 Top-level feature diagram

features (or subfeatures), by the notation illustrated in
Table 1. Given a feature configuration that contains a
certain feature F, the configuration 1) has to contain

this variation point, approaches are characterized

any mandatory child feature of F, 2) may contain any

based on the kind of relation they allow users to

optional child feature of F, 3) may contain one or more

define. Note that we only deal with correspondence

child features in an OR group of F, 4) must contain one

between two artifacts. Multi-directional transfor-

of the child features in an Alternative group of F.

mation, to keep more than two artifacts consistent,
is beyond the scope of this paper and we plan to

Table 1 Feature diagram notation

address it in future work.

Mandatory feature

Changes. Several approaches assume the existence of

Optional feature
Or group

an initial state in which the artifacts are supposed

Alternative group

to be consistent to each other, and allow the user to
define a set of changes to one of the models, providFigure 4 shows the toplevel feature diagram. We
distinguish four major areas of variation:

Technical Space. Bidirectional

approaches

ing a certain level of bidirectional synchronization.
This optional macro-feature analyzes which kind of

have

a

updates are allowed by the tool.

strong dependency on the form of the artifacts

Execution. Once artifacts, correspondence, and up-

they transform. In this feature, approaches are

dates are defined, the execution semantics of the

characterized based on the artifact representation

approach reifies the core bidirectional strategy.

they refer to.

This variation point structures the possible choices

Correspondence. Every bidirectional tool provides a
means of definition of a correspondence relation
between the source and target artifact sets. In

in the tool execution semantics.

Feature-Based Classification of Bidirectional Transformation Approaches
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3.1 Technical Space
TechnicalSpace

This feature classifies bidirectional transformation tools
Text

Graph

XML

MDE

based on the concept of technical space described in
Fig. 5 Technical Space

[10]. For the classification we consider the way the tool
accesses the artifact, i.e. which assumptions the tool
makes on the artifact structure.
As shown in Fig. 5, we distinguish tools that assume
their artifacts to be:
– Textual artifacts, optionally conforming to grammar
rules, e.g. in BNF (Backus-Naur Form);
– well-formed XML files, optionally conforming to a
schema;
– MDE meta-modeled artifacts, typed attributed
graphs conforming to a MOF-like metamodel;
– generic Graph artifacts with an optional graph
schema, including untyped graphs such as edgelabeled graphs.

nical spaces, but with a loss in expressivity. For instance
a tool in the Text technical space is able to transform
any textual artifact. Hence it can also transform XML
files, but without exploiting the XML structure or a
provided XML schema. Similarly, MDE models may be
saved on disk in an XML format (or another textual
format). A tool in the XML technical space may transform the XML serialization of the model, but it would
not be able to exploit the full semantics of the Ecorebased structure, since concepts like opposite references
or multiple inheritance do not have a representation in
XML schema. Similar arguments stand for graph artifacts. The metamodels in Fig. 1 and 2 are examples of

Note that transformation tools can in principle
artifacts in the MDE technical space, while Listings 1
be applied also to other technical spaces by first
and 2 belong to the XML technical space.
translating the artifacts to the tool native format.
However, most bidirectional approaches implement

Since the view-update [3, 13] problem is well-studied

algorithms that are strongly dependent on their native

in the database community and the capabilities are sup-

technical space. Hence, in this feature we only refer to

ported in many relational database management sys-

the native artifact representation.

tems, another technical space Relation could be added

Note also that in some cases artifacts in a technical
space can be directly transformed by tools in other tech-

to our model. However no transformation tool we know,
in the context of MDE, operates directly on relations.

8
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Correspondence

CorrespondenceRelation

Functional

ForwardFunctional

BackwardFunctional

DefinitionDirectionality

Coverage

TotalSource

BidirectionalDefinition

UnidirectionalDefinition

Expressiveness

TuringComplete

NotTuringComplete

TotalTarget

Fig. 6 Correspondence

3.2 Correspondence

nical space. The latter type of correspondence is analyzed in the Traces feature (Section 3.4.6).
The topology of the relation is the first feature we

All the approaches we analyzed rely on the definition,

consider to characterize the notion of bidirectionality

with diﬀerent degrees of explicitness, of a correspon-

underlying the approaches under study. Relationships

dence relation R between two sets of artifacts. This rela-

can be Functional in one of the two directions (or both)

tion connects artifacts that are considered to be consis-

when they associate one artifact to at most one image.

tent with each other in the considered environment, and

With the features Forward Functional and Backward

it is sometimes referred to as consistency relationship.

Functional we refer to tools that allow users to define

Functional relation of function get : S → T is defined

only functional relationships. Such tools generally have

by the relation Rget ⊂ S × T such that (s, t) ∈ Rget

a simpler and more intuitive bidirectional synchro-

if and only if get(s) = t. Listing 3 and Fig. 3 exem-

nization process, since ambiguous correspondences are

plify two alternative ways to describe a correspondence

avoided by construction. This comes at the cost of a

relation. Figure 6 models the design choices in the def-

limited expressivity in the supported transformations.

inition mechanism of the correspondence relationship.

Note that an approach without these functional cor-

Note that the Correspondence feature refers to corre-

respondence may still exhibit functional behavior. We

spondence between artifacts as a whole, and not to the

revisit this aspect as a separate feature in Section 3.4.7.

fine-grained correspondence between components inside

The conjunction of Forward Functional and Backward

artifacts, e.g. between model elements in the MDE tech-

Functional implies bijectivity. Bijective correspon-

Feature-Based Classification of Bidirectional Transformation Approaches
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dences disallow information-losing transformations,

An important categorization of the tools is related

with a strong reduction of the expressive power of

to the directionality of the consistency definition (Def-

the approach. The ATL transformation in Listing 3

inition Directionality). Some tools are based on uni-

defines a forward-functional correspondence: given one

directional transformations and they use the transfor-

Families model a single Persons model is generated

mation definition as the user-provided correspondence

by the transformation. The ATL language gives no

relation (Unidirectional Definition). In these cases the

guarantee of backward-functionality: diﬀerent Families

backward transformation is not explicitly provided, and

models could be associated to the same Persons model,

can be derived or just simulated by the bidirectional en-

e.g., in case of families with the same last name. The

gine. This is the case of the ATL specification of Listing

same stands for the graph transformation in Fig. 3.

3. Other tools rely on a natively bidirectional defini-

Note that the same transformations would be bijective

tion, executable or not in both directions (Bidirectional

if we constrained families to have a unique last name

Definition). These cases, that include the TGG speci-

(or if we added a family identifier to the source and

fication of Fig. 3, are usually less expressive than the

target metamodels).

unidirectional ones, but they avoid the costly bidirec-

The correspondence relation can totally cover one or
both of the artifact sets under transformation, meaning
that it can connect every possible artifact with a correspondent in the other side. Requiring total coverage
(total in the sense of total function) in one of the two
sides (Total Source or Total Target) is a strong limitation of the transformation expressive power, but gives
the guarantee that any model produced by the user will
be a correct input for the bidirectional transformation.
Our example totally covers the source and target domains (every model conforming to the Families metamodel can be associated to a model conforming to the
Persons metamodel and vice-versa).

tionalization process — Bidirectionalization is the process to provide a unidirectional transformation system
with a mechanism to perform backward transformation.
Bidirectionalization usually requires an enhancement of
the forward transformation semantics (for example, by
generating support information described in Section
3.4.6) to facilitate the backward transformation, as well
as the definition of an algorithm to compute the backward transformation results, while respecting the forward transformation semantics. On the contrary, when
a bidirectional definition is provided, it already includes
semantics in both directions, that can be executed by
direct interpretation of the definition. —

10
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Finally the definition of correspondence will make

guishes systems that represent changes as sequences of

use of a language whose expressive power can vary.

states (State Based systems) or sequences of operations

In this feature model we only express whether the

(Operation Based systems). In the following, when

expressiveness of the correspondence language reaches

talking of the running case, we will refer to two specific

Turing-completeness or not (Not Turing-Complete).

existing tools as bidirectional systems: 1) a state-based

Note that some approaches may prefer sub-Turing-

synchronization system for TGG3 , that analyzes two

complete expressiveness to achieve other desirable

subsequent version of a Persons model to compute how

properties such as guaranteed termination of the

to correspondently update the Families model [40]; 2)

transformation in both directions. In our examples

an operation-based system for ATL, that uses a record

the ATL language is Turing-complete. Conversely,

of the atomic operations on one model to calculate the

information-preserving TGG [40], a restriction of the

updates on the other [60].

TGG language to information-preserving transfor-

The feature Change Input analyzes the insertion

mation, is an example of approach that sacrifices

method for changes in the bidirectional approach. Sys-

Turing-completeness.

tems are called Live when they allow users to insert
updates only during the system execution, so that they

3.3 Changes
can monitor the user interaction and record the exact
Several approaches allow the user to make modifications

sequence of actions. Other systems are Oﬄine, meaning

to one of two consistent artifacts and provide the prop-

that the updated artifact (or the sequence of operations

agation of these changes to the other artifact. These

to update it) can be edited with external tools and pro-

tools can come with artifact editors that allow the defi-

vided to the bidirectional engine asynchronously. Both

nition of these changes and check their correctness, be-

the systems in our running case are oﬄine, and they do

fore activating the synchronization engine. We divide

not require to monitor the user-interaction.

this feature (Fig. 7) into two subfeatures, respectively

The other main feature related to Changes is

related to the mechanism for defining updates and to

Change Support, characterizing the set of changes that

the kind of supported updates.
The feature Change Definition is divided in two
mandatory features: Change Representation distin-

3

TGG also provides theoretical foundations for operation-

based execution. The feasibility of this approach is shown in
[24].

Feature-Based Classification of Bidirectional Transformation Approaches
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Changes

ChangeDefinition

ChangeRepresentation

OperationBased

StateBased

ChangeSupport

ChangeInput

Live

Offline

Complete

NotComplete

ChangeCheck

StaticalChangeCheck

OperationSupport

DynamicalChangeCheck

RemovalSupport

AdditionSupport

ModificationSupport

Fig. 7 Changes

the tool allows on the synchronized artifacts. Some

model of the original transformation. To a system like

tools provide Complete change support, meaning that

Boomerang [5], we assign a Complete change support.

the user can freely modify both artifacts without

For example, in Boomerang, codomain (or range) of

the risk to run into unreflectable states. In other

forward transformations — or equivalently, domain

words, any change made by the user can be reflected4

of backward transformations (putback) — is clearly

to the other artifacts. In cases when the support

defined, and these functions are total. Therefore, any

is Not Complete, every update is checked by the

change of the target artifacts is allowed within the

tool to detect invalid updates. A simple example of

domain of the putback function. For the transfor-

invalid update is the modification of a constant value

mation that consists of a constant value mentioned

created by the transformation. Such update could not

above, the domain of the forward transformation is

be allowed since any value other than the constant

the singleton set {c} of the constant c. Therefore, the

would be out of the range of the transformation.

only considered artifact after update is the constant

The (information-preserving) bidirectional engine for

c, so the change support is still complete (within the

TGG in [40] supports all possible changes in the

domain {c}).

correspondent artifacts, while the ATL engine in [60]
We distinguish two ways of checking the validity of
does not support addition of elements to the target
4

a change. Systems in which the check function over the
The kind of change on the other artifacts that reflect the

change made by the user is not necessarily the same as the

artifact is generated statically, by analyzing the trans-

kind of the change made by the user.

formation code (Statical Change Check ) and systems

12
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in which the check is performed dynamically, by explic-

3.4 Execution

itly running the back-propagation and detecting runThe execution of the bidirectional engine is subject to
time exceptions (Dynamical Change Check ). It may be
several variability points, as shown in Fig. 8. We depossible to further refine the Dynamic Change Check
scribe its first-level subfeatures (Semantics, Execution
feature. For example, specifying whether the check is
Automation, Application, Approach, Backward Transdone with respect to entire transformation specificaformation, Support Information, Well-behavedness) in
tions or only the fragments of the specifications, during
the following sections.
the transformation or after the transformation is finished. While the TGG system in [40] does not need to
perform update validity checks, because of its complete
change support, the ATL engine in [60] is only able to
detect certain errors by executing the transformation,
i.e. it implements dynamical checks.

3.4.1 Semantics.

This feature (Fig. 9) distinguishes systems that can
bidirectionally Check consistency between two models
from systems that can proceed with enforcing the consistency if it is missing (Enforcement). Depending on
the approach, consistency may be enforced by modify-

Finally bidirectional systems show separate prob-

ing one or both of the corresponding artifacts.

lems when dealing with diﬀerent kinds of update opera-

Note that enforcement can sometimes be performed

tions (i.e. removal, addition, modification). For this rea-

without the tool actually checking for pre-existing con-

son several systems completely disallow some problem-

sistency, e.g. in cases when one of the artifacts is always

atic operation types. The feature model presents an ex-

regenerated from the other.

plicit feature indicating the support on the specific op3.4.2 Execution Automation.
eration type (Removal Support, Addition Support, Modification Support). Note that in systems like Vdl [45]

In some cases a single artifact can potentially have mul-

distinction between addition, removal and modification

tiple, equally consistent counterparts on the other side.

is somehow meaningless (being the system based on

Conceptually such situations require a choice, to be per-

constructors like cons and nil in Lisp). In Vdl pure

formed by the bidirectional engine or directly by the

deletion is not supported, but can be represented by

user. The feature Execution Automation in Fig. 9 ex-

replacement.

presses the diﬀerent kinds of user interaction. We dis-

Feature-Based Classification of Bidirectional Transformation Approaches
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Execution

Semantics

ExecutionAutomation

Application

Approach

BackwardTransformation

SupportInformation

WellBehavedness

Fig. 8 Execution, fist-level feature diagram

Semantics

Check

Enforcement

ExecutionAutomation

AutomaticExecution

Application

InteractiveExecution

Full

Approach

Incremental

ChangeApplication

SemanticApproach

SyntacticApproach

ChangeTranslation

Fig. 9 Semantics, ExecutionAutomation, Application, Approach

tinguish a completely Automatic Execution where all

have the same name and we add a Person with this

the decisions, deterministic or not, are taken by the

last name, the system will not be able to autonomously

system and an Interactive Execution, which requires a

identify the correspondent family. To solve this ambigu-

certain kind of user intervention. In this last case the

ity, a system may proceed interactively, e.g. first asking

amount of interaction can vary from minimal, limited

the user if the Person belongs to an existing family (oth-

to disambiguating between equivalent options, to the

erwise a new Family gets created) and in aﬃrmative

extreme case in which the tool just checks consistency

case it could oﬀer the possibility to select the correct

while leaving to the user the task of restoring it. In-

family.

between these extreme cases, the checking capability
3.4.3 Application.
could guide the user to restore consistency: the user
may be required to provide incremental input to nar-

Some bidirectional transformation systems enforce con-

row down the set of alternatives, and the system may

sistency between artifacts without considering their his-

return meaningful feedback by checking the (partial)

tory. We refer to this kind of systems by the feature Full

consistency of the current solution.

Application. On the contrary other systems are able to
synchronize artifacts only if they are provided with an

In our running case, the synchronization problem

initial consistent state for those artifacts. We refer to

shows some ambiguity. For instance, if two Families

this second class as Incremental Application (Fig. 9).
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Note that we do not consider a system incremental un-

would explicitly encode the target update operation

less it explicitly deals with update operations, even if

(e.g.,

the old source is utilized to resolve ambiguity in non-

translate this representation in an update on the source

bijective transformations, as it normally happens by the

model (e.g., Member[id=6].firstName:”Peter”→”Pete”).

Person[id=2].firstName:”Peter”→”Pete”)

and

put function. The use of the ATL engine SyncATL [60]
in our running case is an example of incremental application. The user could start from a consistent state,
made by the two models in Listings 1 and 2, update the
name of a Person in the target model and backpropagate the change to the source artifact. Only the updated
name of the appropriate family member would be recomputed. Conversely an approach with Full Application would recompute the whole source artifact without
considering the previous consistent state.

3.4.4 Approach.

Most tools in our list make use of the transformation
code to drive the bidirectional synchronization. We denote these systems with the feature Syntactic Approach,
meaning that they have access to the transformation
syntax.
A few tools consider the transformation as a blackbox, and try to derive the synchronization actions
from diﬀerent sources, for instance feeding the trans-

In cases of incremental consistency application,

formation with sequences of test data. Literature refers

most bidirectional approaches just propagate the

to these tools by the name Semantic Approach [57]

changes from one model to the other, arriving at an

(Fig. 9). Semantics here correspond to the behavior of

updated version of the two models. Some systems can

the transformation in the sense that if two diﬀerent

instead perform an explicit translation of the change

transformations result in the same targets for all

sequence, from one side to the other. This transla-

sources, then the two transformations are considered

tion approach, typical in operation-based systems,

semantically equivalent. For the transformation in the

requires at least an explicit formalization of the update

running case, a semantic approach would for instance

language for the two artifacts. We refer to the first

execute the transformation of a “dummy” collection

feature as Change Application and to the second as

of Family, each with unique last name and first name

Change Translation. The ATL engine in [60] directly

according to the position of the Family she belongs

applies the changes to the other side, without an

to (March will be 1 and Sailor will be 2), and the

explicit translation. Conversely, a Change Translation

position inside the Family (Jim will be 1/1, Cindy

Feature-Based Classification of Bidirectional Transformation Approaches

1/2, ... Peter 2/1 Jackie 2/2 and so on.). Then the
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3.4.6 Support Information.

system would observe the correspondence between the
unique names, and build the correspondence table
between the names, so that the table can define a

Figure 10 shows the feature Support Information and
its hierarchical structure.

positional correspondence between source and targets.

Bidirectional transformation approaches make use

Then the system would use the positional information

of two diﬀerent kinds of support information, which we

to figure out how to propagate updates. Note that

represent with the features Complement and Traces.

such a system only uses the external behavior of

When a bidirectional engine directly executes both di-

the transformation (and possibly general semantic

rections of the transformation, the kind of support in-

information assumed in the transformations) but never

formation available and the way how the information

analyses the transformation code.

is stored is up to the bidirectional transformation approach. On the other hand, in some cases the bidi-

3.4.5 Backward Transformation.

Fig. 10 shows the feature diagram for the two subfeatures of Backward Transformation and Support Information. In the Backward Transformation feature we express whether or not the system contains an explicit definition of the backward transformation (Explicit Backward or Implicit Backward ).

rectional transformation tool is built on top of a preexisting unidirectional transformation tool. In these situations the bidirectional tool relies on the support information that is made available by the unidirectional
part. For instance the ATL engine in [60] is built on top
of the standard ATL unidirectional engine and inherits
its tracing mechanism.

The explicit definition can be provided by the user,

The first kind of support information is created

and in this case it coincides with (part of) the consis-

when there is some information in one of the artifacts,

tency definition (see feature Definition Directionality).

which is not contained in the other. The missing infor-

Otherwise the explicit backward transformation can be

mation can be still transferred to the other side and

automatically derived by the tool (literature talks in

it is often called Complement [3,45]. The ATL trans-

these cases of Inversion). While the ATL engine in [60]

formation of the running case loses the information

does not build an explicit inverse transformation, an

of the family aﬃliations of persons with identical last

inversion approach for ATL is available.

names. The system may then store this information as
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Execution

BackwardTransformation

ExplicitBackward

TraceExplicitness

ImplicitTraces

ExplicitTraces

SupportInformation

ImplicitBackward

Traces

TraceStorage

TraceInModels

TraceOutOfModels

Complement

TraceCompatibility

StandardTraces

ComplementInModels

ComplementOutOfModels

ToolSpecificTraces

Fig. 10 Backward Transformation, Support Information

a complement, and use this complement information

tent representations of the fine-grained correspondence

during backward transformation to determine, if one of

between elements in the left and the right hand sides

the person is deleted, which person from which family

(they are called Correspondences in some approaches

can be deleted accordingly.

like TGG [53]). Some tools, like the TGG engine in

We distinguish the cases in which this information

[40], store Explicit Traces in the form of inter-artifact

is stored in models (Complement In Models) and out

references and others have compact implicit representa-

of models (Complement Out Of Models). The first case

tions for them (Implicit Traces). For instance, making

requires to use annotations, comments, or to extend the

tracing information explicit significantly helped formal-

structure of the artifact to contain the additional infor-

izing the implementation of GRoundTram [26]. Traces

mation. The second case explicitly separates comple-

can be stored in models (Trace In Models), by extend-

ment information in a newly generated model. In both

ing the left and the right artifacts or out of models

cases complement information usually requires the user

(Trace Out of Models), as a third artifact produced by

to edit artifacts with a tool (possibly ad-hoc) that can

the transformation engine. For instance in Boomerang

correctly manage the complements to make them con-

trace information is stored by building a separate dictio-

sistent with the artifact.

nary as a correspondence between key and associated

Also in transformations without information loss,

data. Finally, traces are usually stored in a tool spe-

the approach may store during the forward transfor-

cific format (Tool Specific Traces), requiring the user to

mation some additional data that may help the bidirec-

perform artifact editing and transformation within the

tionalization. The most notable case is Traces, persis-

same environment. Otherwise traces could be available

Feature-Based Classification of Bidirectional Transformation Approaches
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in a standard format (Standard Traces) which could be

It is also worth noting that the support informa-

read by several tools. This would enable the user to

tion is optional in our feature model. For example, Fo-

choose diﬀerent tools for editing and transformation,

cal (original version of lens [20]) does not rely on ei-

with the additional cost of having another artifact to

ther complement or traces. However, since the back-

manage. Traces Out of Models and in Standard Format

ward transformation put has full access to the original

are usually provided with enhanced interoperability in

source, it can at least deal with non-bijective trans-

mind.

formations without complements. While from a purely

It is worth noting that complements and traces may
not be independent. Recall that complements are information lost during transformation. Formally, given a
function f : S → T , function f c : S → C is a complement function if (f, f c ) : S → T × C is injective [3].
Note that under this requirement, f c may be arbitrarily rich5 (in the extreme case f c may be the identity
function, returning all the information in the source)
and may even generate traces. In that case, the com-

semantical point of view, any bidirectional transformation approach theoretically uses some information to
conduct backward transformation, we discuss in this
feature only support information computed and stored
in some form by the tool. Additionally, the feature Support Information may be selected even without selecting any of its subfeatures. This is meant to leave open
the possibility to categorize future approaches with different structures of support information.

plement subsumes traces. If the only information lost
during transformation is the traces, then complement

Traces can be considered as one of the technical

and traces coincide. On the contrary, if a transforma-

solutions to the model alignment problem, and Diskin

tion discards information other than traces (e.g., if in

et al. [17] treat them as horizontal delta in their

the running example only male family members were

delta-based framework. This is also an important

transformed), then the traces cannot hold the discarded

viewpoint for unified treatment with another delta –

information. Therefore, traces cannot subsume comple-

vertical delta that corresponds to the representation

ments in general.

of Changes in our feature model. We will revisit
the delta-based framework to see how it helps in

5

Apart from the updatability of the target discussed in

[45].

reasoning about relationships between state-based and
operation-based approaches in Section 3.4.7.
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WellBehavedness

Acceptability

Consistency

Composability

Preservation

Propagation

Undoability

FunctionalBehavior

Fig. 11 Well-behavedness properties

3.4.7 Well-behavedness properties.

function syncf : S × S × T → S × T which takes the
original source s ∈ S, updated source in S and updated

Fig. 11 shows the feature Well-behavedness (roundtarget in T (original target is equal to f (s) so is not in
trip) properties. These properties capture the formal
the signature) and returns a pair of source and target in
guarantees that the system provides during bidirecwhich updates are reflected. In this scheme, update optional transformation. In general, the more expressive
erations are denoted by functions ψ ∈ Ψ on the source
power the transformation has, the less guarantees on
and the target, denoted by ψs : S → S when it is apwell-behavedness the system can provide. In the explied to s ∈ S, and ψt : T → T when they are applied to
treme case, Turing-complete transformation languages
t ∈ T that, when applied to original artifacts, generates
can express complex forward transformations, making
updated artifacts. syncf can be related with get and put
it diﬃcult to define a backward transformation that,
by get(s) = f (s) and put(s, t) = π1 (syncf (s, s, t)) where
when combined with the forward one, will form a
def

π1 (s, t) = s.
well-behaved system.
The first two properties are well-recognized in the
The features discussed in this section include the
bidirectional transformation community.
ones that are specific to operation-based synchronizers
that is not only a bidirectional transformation approach

– Acceptability says that no modification on the

(by having explicit notion of forward transformation

target artifact leads to no modification on the

function f ), but also a synchronization approach, by

source artifact. Some literature [20] refer to this

taking updated source and target as their inputs [60].

property as GetPut because it is characterized by

So, when these properties are discussed, we further gen-

s = put(s, get s). In our running case, suppose the

eralize the bidirectionalization scheme we already intro-

Family model in Listing 1 has been transformed

duced in Section 1 to the synchronization with respect

to a Person model in Listing 2. If the Person

to forward transformation f : S → T achieved by the

model without any modification is fed to backward

Feature-Based Classification of Bidirectional Transformation Approaches
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transformation, then the result should be identical
to the Family model in Listing 1.
This feature is also called Stability in operation-
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s

ψt

ψs(s)
syncf

ψt(t)

t

ψs

ψt

ψs(s)

ψt(t)

ψs'
s'

and target, then both source and target remain un-

s

ψs

based approaches like SyncATL [60] in the sense
that if no update operation is applied to both source

f
t

ψs'

ψt'

ψs'(s')

changed after transformation.

ψt'

t'

syncf

s''

ψs'(s')

ψt'(t')
t''

ψt'(t')

syncf
s''

t''

– Consistency, or PutGet [20], says that another forFig. 13 Composability Feature

ward transformation yields the same target artifact as the previous target artifact that was fed to
the backward transformation. It is characterized us-

tion would update the other copy, Consistency will
be violated.

ing put and get by get(put(s, t)) = t. In our run-

The next two properties are specific to operation-

ning case, suppose the Family model in Listing 1

based synchronizers that accepts updates on both

has been transformed to a Person model in List-

source and target [60].

ing 2, and then Bill March is added to the Person model. Then, after backward transformation immediately followed by the forward transformation,
Bill March should still stay in the Person model
while the other persons stay unchanged.
Language X [29, 30] supports a slightly relaxed version of Consistency, due to the fact that its transformation language has a built-in support for duplication (so that during backward transformations,
modification to only one of the copies is propagated
to the source) and it handles dependencies inside the
target artifacts. Since the next forward transforma-

– Preservation says that when modifications are applied to the source and/or target artifacts, then after
transformation (synchronization) the eﬀect of these
modifications is preserved in the artifacts. Modification ψ, as function that takes artifacts and returns
the same type of artifacts, is considered preserved
if it becomes idempotent after synchronization, i.e.,
ψ(x) = x. An example of modification operations
is to set a component of an artifact to a specified
value. The function being idempotent suggests that
the value is already set to the value.
– Propagation says that when modifications are applied to the artifacts, and propagated by transfor-
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t
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ψtf

3-dimentional
explanation

s'
syncf

ψs|f

ψt|f
ψs(s)

syncf

s'

ψs(s)

t'
ψs|f

syncf

ψt(t)

f

ψt(t)

ψt|f
ψsf

t'

s

Π(ψtf)
f

f(s')
Π(ψsf)

f

ψtf
f(s)=t

ψt|f
f(s')
Fig. 12 Propagation Feature

mation, then when another forward transformation

will be a modification on the element of UML that

is applied on the source, the new target as the result

f projects away. So, after updates on both sides fol-

of the transformation remains within the previous

lowed by synchronization that produces the pair of

state of the target, modulo the modification on the

UML model and Java code s0 and t0 , if s0 is trans-

target that is not propagable to the source in terms

formed by f , it is not equal to t0 because updates

of the definition of transformation. This means that

on the comments on Java are lost, but if the com-

modifications on the target are correctly propagated

ments are edited again by ψt |f , then the resultant

to the source.

Java code will be equal to t0 if Propagation property

For a concrete example, suppose we want to syn-

is satisfied.

chronize a UML model s with Java code t using

Propagation is specific to approaches like Syn-

transformation f from UML model to Java code.

cATL [60] which is not only a bidirectional

Then an example of “the modification on the tar-

transformation approach (by having explicit notion

get that is not propagable to the source” (denoted

of forward transformation function f ), but also

ψt |f in the following explanation) will be a modifica-

a synchronization approach, as introduced in the

tion on the comments in Java code that f does not

beginning of this subsection. Updates ψ are always

produce. Example of the modification on the source

assumed to be decomposable into sequences of

that is not propagable to the target (denoted ψs |f )

distinct atomic updates and the order of applying

Feature-Based Classification of Bidirectional Transformation Approaches
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these updates is insignificant. Further, updates

ψsf that is reflectable to the target, and ψs |f that is

are classified into 1) a sequence of updates that

not. Update ψt that is decomposed similarly into

are reflectable through f to artifacts on the other

ψtf and ψt |f is applied to target. Then synchro-

side and 2) updates that are not reflectable. These

nization syncf (s, ψs (s), ψt (f (s))) produces the up-

sequences are denoted by ψ f , respectively ψ|f . The

dated pair of artifacts (s0 , t0 ). Then, if f is applied

Propagation property with respect to synchroniza-

to s0 , then it is not equal to t0 , but if ψt |f is fur-

tion syncf : S × S × T → S × T is characterized as

ther applied, then it is equal to t0 . The right part

the following: Given f : S → T, s ∈ S, ψs , ψt ∈ Ψ .

of Figure 12 explains the same thing in a three-

If syncf (s, ψs (s), ψt (f (s))) = (s0 , t0 ), then we have

dimensional manner to clarify each component of

ψt |f (f (s0 )) = t0 .

updates, where on the source side, updates from s

The rationale behind is [60]:

to s0 can be decomposed into three displacements:

Target to source propagation. If an update on the

ψsf , ψs |f and Π(ψtf ), where ψs = ψsf ◦ ψs |f and

target that is propagable to the source is not

Π(ψtf ) is the update on the source that is generated

propagated to the source, which means, s0 does

by propagating (denoted by Π) update ψtf . Similar

not include that updates, then, ψt |f (f (s0 )) = t0

decomposition can be done on the updates on the

does not hold (because t0 includes that modifi-

target. On the source side, before synchronization,

cation while f (s0 ) does not).

only ψs has been applied, so the source remains on

Source to target propagation. If an update on the

the plane that also includes vectors ψsf and ψs |f .

source that is propagable to the target is not

After synchronization, the point is displaced along

propagated to the target, which means, t0 does

with the vector Π(ψtf ) (which already assumes the

not include that updates, then, ψt |f (f (s0 )) = t0

Preservation property). Same displacement occurs

does not hold because f (s0 ) includes that modi-

on the target side. Since s0 includes the update ψtf

fication while t0 does not.

that has been propagated by Π via synchronization,

Figure 12 (left) explains the feature. We start with

f (s0 ) is on the plane that ψtf points to, and since ψsf

the original source s and the original target t that

is reflectable, f (s0 ) is also on the plane that Π(ψsf )

is created by applying f to s. Then we apply modi-

points to, but since ψt |f is not included in s0 be-

fications ψs on the source which is decomposed into

cause it is not reflectable to the source, f (s0 ) is on
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the plane that includes the origin of vector ψt |f . So

double increments in the version number, whereas

applying ψt |f to f (s0 ) will send f (s0 ) to t0 .

only one backward transformation leads to one

– Composability, or PutPut [20], says that if two
successive backward transformations with respect
to successive modification operations on the target
lead to source s00 , then the combined modifications
on the target without intermediate backward
transformation also leads to source s00 . This implies
that the backward transformation has only to
be performed once after multiple sequence of
modification operations, not every time after each
modification operation.
Figure 13 also explains the Composability feature. If
two successive synchronizations on a pair of source
s and target t with respect to (ψs , ψt ) and (ψs0 , ψt0 )
arrive at state (s00 , t00 ), then the same sequence of
modification without intermediate synchronization
will arrive at the same state (s00 , t00 ). This implies
that the synchronization has only to be performed
only once after multiple sequence of modifications,
not every time after each pair of modifications.
A counterexample [20] is made by: a forward
transformation from an artifact and its version
number, to extract the artifact part only; a backward transformation that increments the version
number if the target has been updated. Then
two consecutive backward transformations lead to

increment only, thus violating composability.
The last two features characterize both state- and
operation-based systems:
– Undoability says that the original source can be restored by using the original target. In other words,
the propagated updates on the source can be undone
by propagating “reverse” updates that rollback the
target to the original state. It is characterized using get and put by put(put(s, t), get s) = s. For example, consider the situation right after the initial
backward transformation in the scenario described
in the Consistency feature. In the scenario, update
on the target model to add Bill March had been
propagated to add Bill in the family March. Then,
if Bill March is removed from the target and backward transformation is executed, the source model
returns to the Family model in Listing 1.
– Functional Behavior guarantees that the result of
transformation is always uniquely determined. In
the running case, Functional Behavior guarantees
that for any given Family model, the corresponding
Persons model is always uniquely determined, and
vice versa. Note that this feature covers both deterministic systems and systems in which some nondeterminism is allowed but due to additional con-
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fluence properties the final result is always uniquely

in the view t00 = get(put(s, t0 )), as the eﬀect of delta

determined. Also note that systems that don’t have

(t, t0 ) and (t, t00 ) is the same for the source. Without

a Functional CorrespondenceRelation (Section 3.2)

clear notion of operations that define the update inclu-

can either exhibit a functional or non-functional be-

sion relation between (t, t0 ) and (t, t00 ), the Preservation

havior.

property is diﬃcult to discuss. As for the Propagation

The above-mentioned fact that some of these properties
are applicable only to operation-based systems is formalized by the feature diagram along with the following

property, we also consider it only concerns operationbased approaches, because a modification should be decomposed into propagable and non-propagable modifications, while in state-based systems, a modification is

constraints:

just a monolithic diﬀerence between two states.
Preservation

implies

OperationBased;

Propagation

implies

OperationBased;

Although we have illustrated the main wellbehavedness

properties

for

bidirectional

model

It is worth noting that a delta-based framework [17]

transformation, every new system could add its own

that formalizes operation-based approaches is shown

well-behavedness property. For instance “Update-

to subsume state-based approaches as a special case,

preservation”, introduced in [30], is a relaxed variant

by giving delta (= updates) as pair of states before

of Consistency that allows view side-eﬀects, meaning

and after modifications (discrete delta). Therefore, any

that the result of another forward transformation t00

state-based approach can be tested for operation-based

is diﬀerent from the target right after modification t0 ,

properties, by considering the approach as a special

but requires the updated portion to remain identical.

delta-based approach that only accepts discrete delta.

For example, consider a variation of the running case

However, in an asymmetric state-based approach that

where the Family metamodel has a constraint that at

does not satisfy PutGet, it is diﬃcult to determine the

least two persons exist in each Family. Then suppose

Preservation property in this way. GRoundTram [26]

after forward transformation starting from source

is among such approaches and claims WPutGet, a re-

model s in Listing 1 resulting in the target model t in

laxed variant of PutGet. WPutGet (discussed later),

Listing 2, Bill Clinton is added (to make target state

put(s, t0 ) = put(s, get(put(s, t0 ))) suggests that the up-

t0 ). Further, suppose the backward transformation

date from original target t = get(s) to t0 is “preserved”

algorithm creates a dummy member if a new Family
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is created with only one member (to make source

by another forward transformation, i.e, get(put(s, t0 ))

state s0 ). Then, another forward transformation would

as b0 . Suppose get(s) = t ⇔ (s, t) ∈ r. WPutGet says

create XXX Clinton as the default person that belongs

put(s, t0 ) = put(s, get(put(s, t0 ))), meaning that t0 and

to the new Family Clinton (to make target state

get(put(s, t0 )) have the same eﬀect on the source. It

t00 ). This situation satisfies Update-preservation since,

corresponds to update equivalence between b and b0 ,

although t00 is diﬀerent from t0 , added Bill Clinton

i.e., b ∼r b0 , thus bfInv is implied. Diskin et al. [18] also

as well as other persons originally in s remain in t00 .

considers the law of weak undoability.

To formalize this property we need order () between
models to represent how “updated” the model is [30].
0

A relaxed notion of composability by taking monotonicity into account (deletion followed by deletion, or

00

In the above example, we observe that t  t .

insertion by insertion, rather than deletion followed by

“WPutGet”(Weak PutGet) is another weaker vari-

insertion) that holds in most systems was described by

ant of Consistency(“PutGet”), satisfied by GRound-

Johnson and Rosebrugh [35]. An accurate definition of

Tram, that allows view side-eﬀects but guarantees that

delta lenses [18] with monotonic composability can be

another backward transformation will result in the

found in [15].

source previously produced by t0 . It is characterized
We plan to keep the feature model updated by conusing get and put by put(s, get(put(s, t0 ))) = put(s, t0 ).
sidering for inclusion new well-behavedness properties
In the above scenario, if the backward transformation
based on their community acceptance.
00

0

with t results in s again, then the system satisfies
“WPutGet”. WPutGet corresponds to bfInv in Diskin
et al. [18]. We can put WPutGet into Diskin at
al.’s context, by taking user’s modification sending
the original target t = get(s) produced by transfor-

4 Considered Approaches

mation from original source s, to updated target t0
as b, and the hypothetical modification sending the

This section summarizes the existing approaches we are

original target t to the one produced by backward

classifying by the means of our feature model. We es-

transformation put(s, t0 ) on user updated target t0

pecially gave preference to approaches that have a con-

relative to the original source s immediately followed

crete implementation publicly available at the date of
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– Bijective BOTL [6, 7,44] is a restriction to

phabetical order):

the bijective case of the bidirectional objectoriented

– AMW2ATL [14] is an approach based on
bidirectional

specification

of

the

transformation

language

by

Frank

Marschall et al. Implementation is available at

corresponhttp://sourceforge.net/projects/botl/.

dence between two models by means of a third

– Boomerang

model called weaving. From this model, a couple
of

forward

and

backward

ATL

[5]

is

an

implementation

of

lenses [20], a state-based, linguistic approach

transforma-

to

tions is generated. The code is maintained at

build

complex

bidirectional

transforma-

tions by combining small ones. The approach

http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/amw/.

provides comprehensive discussion about well-

– ATL-Inversion is a higher-order transformation

behavedness.

Implementation

is

available

at

to generate an ATL backward transformation,
http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~harmony/
given the forward one. While only a very basic

– Information-Preserving TGG [40] is based on

prototype is available, able to invert only trivial

Triple Graph Grammars [53]. In this paper, we only

transformations, we include the approach our

consider relatively well-studied bijective cases [19]

list as an instance of higher-order inversion. The

7 8

prototype can be found at http://www.emn.fr/

ties become rather well-behaved. Implementation of

z-info/atlanmod/index.php/ATL_Inversion.
– GRoundTram

[26]

is

a

graph

roundtrip

. Once bijectivity is imposed, semantic proper-

TGG is available at http://www.moflon.org.
– Vdl [45] is based on the constant-complement ap-

transformation system for models. It is based

proach: information discarded during the transfor-

on bidirectional interpretation of graph query

mation is saved as a complement and restored dur-

language UnQL [8]. Implementation is available at
http://www.biglab.org/.

7

In pure TGG, there must be a bijection between source

and target patterns [25]. There are literature on an imple6

We did not include commercial tools such as Microsoft

BizTalk Server [48] and tools from ERP frameworks [33] for
transforming structured data. Although these tools may belong to technical spaces other than the ones we have considered, our classification approach may also be applied.

mentation of a variant of TGG that explicitly address nonbijective usages [34], but formal bidirectional properties were
not the scope of the paper.
8

It is possible to use TGG for specifying bidirectional

transformations with non-bijective consistency relations [54].
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ing backward transformation. An implementation

of the program is not necessary to conduct back-

is available at http://www-kb.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.

ward transformation. Building a table collecting

jp/~kztk/b18n2/.

extensional behavior (treating the program as

– QVT-Relations (QVT-R) is the part of the

black box) is suﬃcient to backward transfor-

threefold OMG’s standard Query View Transfor-

mation. Implementation is available from http:

mation [50] that allows for the specification of

//www-ps.iai.uni-bonn.de/cgi-bin/bff.cgi

bidirectional relations among models and provides

– X

[29,30]

supports

synchronization

between

their enforcement. Several implementations are

structured documents and their view for edit-

available, with slight diﬀerences in semantics, as

ing.

shown in literature [22]. In our analysis we refer

//takeichi.ipl-lab.org/~scm/sw/Inv.tar.gz).

to implementation provided by Medini QVT at

– Deterministic Incremental TGG [21] proposes

http://projects.ikv.de/qvt.

Implementation

is

available

at

http:

an incremental execution algorithm for model syn-

– SyncATL [60] is based on extending the ATL

chronization based on Triple Graph Grammars [53].

virtual machine to synchronize source and target

Formal properties of the tool, including conditions

artifacts that are related by an ATL transforma-

on guaranteeing deterministic (functional) behavior,

tion. In [60] operation-based well behavedness is

has been formulated in [24]. An implementation is

extensively discussed. Implementation is avail-

provided as a plug-in of the Fujaba toolsuite (ver-

able

sion 4) and available at http://www.fujaba.de/

at

http://sei.pku.edu.cn/~xiongyf04/

modelSynchronization.html.
– TCS [36] is a model-to-text and text-to-model
transformation system, that generates from a
bidirectional specification in the TCS language an
ANTLR grammar, and performs parsing/prettyprinting into/from EMF models. The tool is
available at http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/tcs/.
– Voigtländer’s approach [57] is based on semantic
bidirectionalization, an approach where the syntax

projects/triple-graph-grammars.html.
Our list of approaches includes both languages
that have been designed for bidirectionality, and
languages that do not naturally support bidirectional
transformation and have been adapted to it. Literature
presents also further alternative methods to implement
bidirectional computation, that are not included in
this paper because, while a transformation framework
could be based on them, currently no such attempt

Feature-Based Classification of Bidirectional Transformation Approaches
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has been made. For instance, reversible computation

Features, or combinations of features, that have no

frameworks [61] like Janus9 build computation by

known implementation can be considered unexplored

reversible primitives like x := x + 1 (its inverse is

design space. Clearly not every arbitrary combination

x := x - 1).

of features can be selected. The feature model itself ex-

We exclude from our analysis the approaches that,

presses exclusiveness of sibling features by an alterna-

instead of directly transforming artifacts, translate the

tive group. Features incompatible with each other are

transformation definition into a constraint solving prob-

expressed by constraints as exemplified in the previ-

lem and then let a solver compute the resulting arti-

ous section. For example, some choices in other parts

facts. In the MDE community some eﬀort has been done

of the feature model may prevent to achieve some of

in representing a model transformation by a set of con-

the well-behavedness properties. In our feature model

straints, forming a so called transformation model [9].

we formalize some of these constraints but we do not

In this setup the inverse transformation could be the-

mean to be exhaustive.

oretically performed by solving a constraint satisfaction problem. Transformation frameworks based on this

5.1 Unexplored Features and Future Research

method, have been recently proposed [43, 23,51,41, 1].

Proposal

For some of the features, Table 2 does not include any
5 Discussion

Table 2 presents in tabular format the set of feature
equations derived from manually applying the feature
model to the tools under study10 . The table can be

implementing tool. These features are well-known in
other transformation domains (e.g., databases) but are
apparently under-studied in model transformation. The
unexplored features are:

manually or automatically analyzed to study the cur-

Interactive. All systems in our list perform bidirec-

rent design space of bidirectional transformation. Ta-

tional transformation in a completely automatic

ble 3 summarizes the semantics of the features.

way. In some of the systems, artifact editors

9

Implementation is available at http://topps.diku.dk/

may provide limited information about reaching

pirc/janus/intro.html.
10

Feature equations are validated against the presented fea-

ture model using the tool FeatureIDE [38].

an incorrect state (e.g., the text editor in TCS
performs static checks and highlight non-parsable
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texts). However none of the approaches implements
an interactive, human-in-the-loop, transformation
system11 . In such a system users could be asked
for additional information when the transformation
engine can’t associate the target state with a unique
source state. Database community has important
previous work in this respect, like [39].
Change translation. Several systems are capable of
back-propagating to the source model the sequence
of updates made to the target model. However
this back-propagation is never performed as an
explicit translation of the target-updates to a sequence of source-update operations. A translational
approach to back-propagation would generate a
source-update artifact, that could be for instance
useful when transformation is performed over
the network, with attention to bandwidth usage.
This direction towards translational approach is
apparently emerging, and theoretical work like [28]
and [18] would facilitate this direction.

11

Becker et al. [4] reported a TGG implementation with

a specific focus on user interactions, but we could not find
implementation that is publicly available currently.
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L1 feature

TechnicalSp.

TechnicalSp.

TechnicalSp.

TechnicalSp.

Corresp.

Corresp.

Corresp.

Corresp.

Corresp.

Corresp.

Corresp.

Corresp.

Changes

Changes

Changes

Changes

Changes

Changes

Changes

Changes

Changes

Changes

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Execution

Terminal Feature

Text

Graph

XML

MDE

ForwardFunctional

BackwardFunctional

TotalSource

TotalTarget

BidirectionalDefinition

UnidirectionalDefinition

TuringComplete

NotTuringComplete

OperationBased

StateBased

Live

Offline

Complete

StaticalChangeCheck

DynamicalChangeCheck

AdditionSupport

RemovalSupport

ModificationSupport

Check

Enforcement

AutomaticExecution

InteractiveExecution

Full

ChangeApplication

ChangeTranslation

SemanticApproach

SyntacticApproach

ExplicitBackward

ImplicitBackward

ImplicitTraces

ExplicitTraces

TraceInModels

TraceOutOfModels

StandardTraces

ToolSpecificTraces

ComplementInModels

ComplementOutOfModels

Acceptability

Consistency

Composability

Preservation

Propagation

Undoability

FunctionalBehavior

Table 3 Semantics of features

WellBeh.

WellBeh.

WellBeh.

WellBeh.

WellBeh.

WellBeh.

WellBeh.

SpportInfo.

SpportInfo.

SpportInfo.

SpportInfo.

SpportInfo.

SpportInfo.

SpportInfo.

SpportInfo.

BwdTrans.

BwdTrans.

Approach

Approach

Application

Application

Application

ExecAuto.

ExecAuto.

Semantics

Semantics

ChangeSupp.

ChangeSupp.

ChangeSupp.

ChangeSupp.

ChangeSupp.

ChangeSupp.

ChangeDef.

ChangeDef.

ChangeDef.

ChangeDef.

Express.

Express.

DefDir.

DefDir.

CorrRelation

CorrRelation

CorrRelation

CorrRelation

L2 feature

Complement

Complement

Traces

Traces

Traces

Traces

Traces

Traces

Incremental

Incremental

OperSupport

OperSupport

OperSupport

ChangeChk

ChangeChk

Complete

ChangeInput

ChangeInput

ChangeRep.

ChangeRep.

Coverage

Coverage

Functional

Functional

L3 feature

TraceCompat.

TraceCompat.

TraceStorage

TraceStorage

TraceExpl.

TraceExpl.

OperSupport

OperSupport

OperSupport

ChangeChk

ChangeChk

L4 feature

Tool execution is deterministic

Original source can be restored by using the original target

Another fwd trans. sends src to tgt that differ only in modification non-propagable to source

The effects of modifications applied for both source and target are preserved after transformation

Successive bwd trans. for successive modifications are equivalent to bwd trans. for combined modification

Another fwd trans. yields the same target as the previous tgt fed to the backward trans.

For synchronizer, if no update operation is applied to both src and tgt. then both of them remains unchanged after trans.

No modification on the target leads to no modification on the source

Complement information is kept separate from artifacts

All complement information is stored in the target (and/or source) artifact and delivered with it

Traces are only meant to be used internally

Traces are stored in a well-documented format for external reuse

Traces are kept separate from artifacts

Traces are stored in the target (and/or source) artifact and delivered with it

An explicit mechanism for inter-artifact reference is used for traces

The tool makes use of trace information for bidirectional transformation but no explicit inter-artifact reference is stored

The tool does not generate an explicit unidirectional definition of the backward transformation

The tool generates an explicit unidirectional definition of the backward transformation

The tool has access to the transformation code

The tool uses the transformation as a black-box

The tool explicitely translates changes on one side to changes on the other

The tool propagates changes to the other side

The tool always construct a new source/target artifact without taking its history into account

The tool execution can ask users for interaction during transformation

The tool execution can run in a completely automatic mode

The tool can enforce consistency between source and target

The tool can run in a check-only mode to check for consistency of source and target

The tool only allows some change operations and modification of info. from the artifacts is supported

The tool only allows some change operations and removal of info. from the artifacts is supported

The tool only allows some change operations and addition of new info. to the artifacts is supported

The tool does not allow all changes and detects invalid changes by running the trans.

The tool does not allow all changes and detects invalid changes without running the trans.

The tool is able to transform back any change on the src or tgt artifact within the consistency relation

Changes can be provided as an input artifact

Changes can be recorded by a specific running editor

Changes are represented as sequences of states

Changes are represented as sequences of operations

The transformation definition language is not turing-complete

The transformation definition language is turing-complete

The transformation definition language is unidirectional

The transformation definition language is bidirectional

The tool guarantees or requires consistency relations that cover the full target domain

The tool guarantees or requires consistency relations that cover the full source domain

The tool guarantees or requires consistency relations that are functional in the backward direction

The tool guarantees or requires consistency relations that are functional in the forward direction

The tool natively supports MDE artifacts

The tool natively supports XML artifacts

The tool natively supports graph artifacts

The tool natively supports textual artifacts

Semantics
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Complement in Models. While

several
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approaches

feature is implemented only by Vdl, that is a state-

store complement information from the source

based system. Hence, the problem of having a statical

model, to deal with information-losing forward

check of the validity of target updates in operation-

transformations, every tool handles this com-

based systems remains open. As another example, hav-

plement as a separate artifact. In some cases it

ing standard trace formats according to feature Stan-

would be useful instead to embed the complement

dard Traces is particularly important for system inter-

information in the target model, to be sure that

operability. For example, [59] can incorporate an exist-

this information will be always delivered with it.

ing state-based bidirectional transformation system as

This way third parties would be always able to

a black box and make it incremental. This kind of inte-

reconstruct the source model from the target. An

gration would be substantially facilitated by standard

eﬃcient way of integrating complement information

formats, but currently only AMW-ATL seems to make

in the target model has yet to be studied.

an eﬀort on trace standardization. Similar features that

Non-Functional Behavior. All the approaches in our
list exhibits functional behavior. In bidirectional

could inspire further research include: Check, Semantic
Approach, Composability, Preservation, Propagation.

transformations with non functional behavior it
might be diﬃcult to reason about properties like
well-behavedness. However it might be useful to
explore this direction to deal with systems that
inherently include non-functional behavior. Related
to the Interactive feature discussed above, users
may be required to help the system in choosing from
multiple candidate artifacts the system presents as
a result of such non-functional behavior.

A typical way to address unexplored combinations
is to introduce approaches that have been successfully
used in systems for simpler technical spaces (e.g., trees)
to systems for more complex technical spaces (e.g.
graphs). Following this principle we are currently in the
eﬀort of fulfilling some of the needs highlighted by our
analysis, by developing a novel model transformation

Other features have been implemented only in com-

tool based on ATL. Some of the notable features

bination with a set of other features. These features

of our proposal will be Interactive, Statical Change

seem to be particularly suitable for experimentation in

Check, Live, Standard Traces, thus covering some of

diﬀerent setups. For instance the Statical Change Check

the unexplored feature combinations.
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6 Related Work

[11], which summarizes the discussion in the GRACE
workshop on bidirectional model transformations, and

Czarnecki and Helsen in [12] present a feature model
later in [31,32], which summarizes the discussion in
for model transformation approaches, where they mention directionality, but do not focus on it. The feature

the Dagstuhl seminar on bidirectional transformations
(BX). Recently, a broad classification of bidirectional

model we introduce in this paper can be seen as comtransformations in purely semantic terms appeared
plementary to [12] in the sense that: 1) the two feature
models do not overlap on any common features and 2)

in [16]. With respect to these works, our paper provides
a structured view as a feature model and a complete

all our features refer implicitly to a bidirectional encharacterization of the design space.
gine, hence they depend on the multidirectional feature
of the model in [12].

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Similarly Mens and Van Gorp in [47] analyze the
The feature model presented in this paper highlights
whole field of model transformations and Taentzer et
the space of possible choices in the design of a bidial. [56] extend the comparison to graph transformarectional model transformation approach. We have iltions. In both cases the systems under study are not
lustrated the feature model by discussing some of the
necessarily bidirectional.
main existing tools. Finally, we have pointed out some
Rose et al. in [52] propose a feature model on model-

areas where further work is needed. We hope our fea-

to-text (M2T) transformation approaches based on do-

ture model will be a valuable contribution to the bidi-

main analysis, to facilitate user’s selection of existing

rectional transformation community by clarifying the

languages and promote discussions among M2T lan-

design space, facilitating reasoning about current ap-

guage developers. The paper and ours generally share

proaches, and inspiring future research.

the same goal but the paper focuses on M2T trans-

Some of the current terminal features (features at

formation domain but bidirectionality itself is not the

the leaves) could be further refined into sub-features.

focus. We focus on bidirectionality in MDE.

For instance Enforcement Semantics could be refined

Specific surveys about bidirectionality are provided

in terms of how the conflicts between changes are

by Stevens in [55] and by Antkiewicz and Czarnecki in

handled, or in terms of rule-application strategies, e.g.

[2]. An overview over bidirectional problems is given in

whether backtracking is used, in case of rule-based

Feature-Based Classification of Bidirectional Transformation Approaches

languages. Several more well-behavedness properties
are under evaluation for inclusion.
We plan to keep the list of tools updated, including some approaches that are now in embryonic
state. GRoundTram has only recently been provided
with a statical check of update validity [49] but no
correspondent implementation has been made public
yet. Boomerang does not yet include some extensions
that have been presented in recent work: Symmetric
Lenses [27] treat forward and backward transformations symmetrically and Edit Lenses [28] explicitly

33

Finally it would be useful to provide performance
information for the diﬀerent approaches. For instance,
incremental approaches expect better performances
over non-incremental ones, since an incremental tool
does not have to recompute the whole artifacts every
time, provided that updated portions are relatively
small compared to the whole artifacts so that the cost
of bookkeeping the updates remains moderate. Complexity analysis could help in providing quantitative
estimations for the performance benefits.
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